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LIGHTHOUSE WELCOMES ANTONY MAYFIELD AS NEW CHAIR 

 
Lighthouse is thrilled to announce the appointment of digital strategist 
Antony Mayfield as the new Chair of its Board of Trustees.  
 
Antony Mayfield is CEO and founding partner of Brilliant Noise, a digital 
strategy and innovation agency. A frequent speaker at conferences on 
digital strategy, marketing and business, he lectures at top UK and US 
business schools, and is author of a best-selling book on how to manage 
personal reputation online, Me and My Web Shadow, published by 
Bloomsbury. Previously he founded the content and social media teams at 
Spannerworks/iCrossing, which became the largest independent digital 
marketing firm in the world.  
 
The outgoing Chair, Anthony Lilley OBE, who will step aside after five 
exceptional years, said: "Over the last five years, the work of the committed 
and highly talented team has made it possible for Lighthouse to first re-
establish and more recently build strongly on its position as an innovative 
and trustworthy guide to digital culture.  It's been a great joy to work with 
such passionate, thoughtful people and to help set them up for the many 
great things which I'm sure are still to come."  
 
Co-Directors of Lighthouse, Miriam Randall and Juha van ‘t Zelfde 
commented: “We’re shaping an exciting new phase at Lighthouse and 
really looking forward to working with Antony. We know he understands 
and supports our vision, and that he’s as excited as we are about building a 
future-proof organisation to champion the best in contemporary culture.” 
 
Antony Mayfield says: “Joining Lighthouse is intensely exciting as its work 
has been an inspiration to me for years. This is an ambitious organisation 
with momentum and a growing reputation around the world. I aim to help 
the Lighthouse team keep its focus and strategic direction as it evolves.” 



NOTES TO EDITORS: 
 
1. Antony Mayfield 
 
Antony is CEO and founding partner of Brilliant Noise, a strategic digital 
agency that specialises in branding, content, customer experience and 
culture change.  Clients include American Express, Porsche, EDF Energy, 
Picturehouse Cinemas, Google Squared, Action for Children and The 
Financial Times.  In 2006 he founded the content and social media teams at 
Spannerworks/iCrossing, which became the largest independent digital 
marketing firm in the world, before being sold to Hearst Media in 2010. 
Prior to iCrossing, Antony spent a decade in journalism and corporate 
communications, most recently as a director in the Bell Pottinger Group.  
 
He is the author of a best-selling book on how to manage personal 
reputation online, Me and My Web Shadow, which has been published in 
several countries by A&C Black/Bloomsbury. He has also written a number 
of e-books, the most well-known of which, “What is Social Media?” has 
been downloaded tens of thousands of times, placed on reading lists for top 
business schools and translated into Chinese.  He's also lectured on digital 
media, culture and strategy for students and faculty at academic institutions 
including Imperial College, Warwick Business School, Cardiff University 
School of Journalism, Wake Forest University and the University of Sussex. 
 
2. Lighthouse (http://www.lighthouse.org.uk) 
 
Lighthouse is a contemporary culture organisation connecting new 
developments in arts, technology and society. Its award winning 
programmes champion exceptional international contemporary arts and 
culture. It presents exhibitions and events in its Brighton venue and in 
locations as diverse as Maastricht and Barcelona, often working in 
partnership with leading international festivals. Lighthouse also runs Guiding 
Lights, the UK’s leading mentoring programme for filmmakers and led the 
BAFTA nominated production scheme BFI Shorts in partnership with the BFI. 
 
Please direct any press enquiries to Nione Meakin, Lighthouse 
Communications Manager on nione@lighthouse.org.uk or 01273 
647197.   



 
Lighthouse is part of Arts Council England National Portfolio of 
organisations. 
 
Arts Council England champions, develops and invests in artistic and 
cultural experiences that enrich people’s lives. We support a range of 
activities across the arts, museums and libraries – from theatre to digital art, 
reading to dance, music to literature, and crafts to collections. Great art and 
culture inspires us, brings us together and teaches us about ourselves and 
the world around us. In short, it makes life better. Between 2010 and 2015, 
we will invest £1.9 billion of public money from government and an 
estimated £1.1 billion from the National Lottery to help create these 
experiences for as many people as possible across the country. 
www.artscouncil.org.uk 
 

 
 
 


